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Adjustment of plasmid copy number resulting from the balance between positive and negative impacts
of borne synthetic genes, plays a critical role in the global efficiency of multistep metabolic engineering.
Differential expression of co-expressed engineered genes is frequently observed depending on growth
phases, metabolic status and triggered adjustments of plasmid copy numbers, constituting a dynamic
process contributing to minimize global engineering burden. A yeast model involving plasmid based
expression of phosphoribulokinase (PRKp), a key enzyme for the reconstruction of synthetic Calvin cycle,
was designed to gain further insights into such a mechanism. A conditional PRK expression cassette was
cloned either onto a low (ARS-CEN based) or a high (2-micron origin based) copy number plasmid using
complementation of a trp1 genomic mutation as constant positive selection. Evolution of plasmid copy
numbers, PRKp expressions, and cell growth rates were dynamically monitored following gene de-
repression through external doxycycline concentration shifts. In the absence of RubisCO encoding
gene permitting metabolic recycling, PRKp expression that led to depletion of ribulose phosphate, a
critical metabolite for aromatic amino-acids biosynthesis, and accumulation of the dead-end diphos-
phate product contribute to toxicity. Triggered copy number adjustment was found to be a dynamic
process depending both on plasmid types and levels of PRK induction. With the ARS-CEN plasmid, cell
growth was abruptly affected only when level PRKp expression exceeded a threshold value. In contrast, a
proportional relationship was observed with the 2-micron plasmid consistent with large copy number
adjustments. Micro-compartment partitioning of bulk cultures by embedding individual cells into in-
verse culture medium/oil droplets, revealed the presence of slow and fast growing subpopulations that
differ in relative proportions for low and high copy number plasmids.

© 2018 Institut Pasteur. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Yeast and Escherichia coli are major industry relevant microor-
ganisms used for bulk chemicals or specialized productions
[6,8,29,30,32,40]. ARS-CEN and 2m-replicon based Saccharomyces
cerevisiae plasmids are commonly used for metabolic engineering
[10,17,31]. In the case of ARS-CEN plasmids, replication and parti-
tioning between daughter cells are synchronouswith chromosomal
DNA and copy number is maintained at about a single copy per cell
[9]. In contrast, 2m-replicon based plasmids are present with a
highly variable copy number (10e40 copies per haploid genome)
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depending on engineering types and growth conditions
[13,15,16,28]. Plasmid replication has a fitness cost in addition to
specific positive or negative effects associated with included
expression cassettes [10,14,18]. The burden associated with copy
number was evaluated to affect growth of the yeast cell by ~0.2%
per copy for 2m-based plasmid [22], independently of expression
cassettes. Similar data has been obtained for multicopy plasmid in
E. coli [2]. In response, cells with high-copy number plasmids are
counter-selected resulting into copy number adjustment. Promoter
strengths of expressed gene, strain ploidy and selection marker
nature can similarly affect cell growth [7,18,27,28,38]. For example,
auxotrophy complementation markers have been classified in
decreasing order, HIS ~ TRP > URA > LEU, based on their associated
plasmid burden [27].
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Copy number of episomal DNA affects expression of embedded
gene(s). This generally results in an advantage with multi-copy
plasmids when high level expression of a single heterologous
protein is needed. Depending on the host micro-organism consid-
ered, expression cassettes involved in multistep engineering can be
scattered between genomic and episomal elements. In the case of
S. cerevisiae, availability of a large range of low and high copy
number vectors makes multiple plasmid engineering generally
easier and more versatile to implement. Modulation of gene ex-
pressions resulting from relative copy number changes in addition
to the use of variable promoter strength plays a critical role in
tuning multi-step metabolic coupling. Copy number of plasmids,
like the 2m-based yeast replicon, has a tendency to naturally adjust
in response to the balance between positive/negative selections,
generally to limit accumulation of potentially toxic metabolite in-
termediates [27].

However, andwhile they are regulated by complexmechanisms,
multi-copy plasmid replication and their distribution in daughter
cells remains in part stochastic [42]. This results into variable bal-
ances between coupled activities from cell to cell. Such effects
might significantly alter productivity depending on the possibility
of diffusion of accumulated metabolic intermediates between cells.
In contrast, heterogeneity of gene expression between cells can be
an advantage to survive external stress and contribute to robust-
ness [21,23]. Latest technological advancements give the possibility to
study in more details plasmid encoded gene expression in individual
cells. Stochastic fluctuation of gene transcription and translation at
the single cell level are additional contributors to phenotypic di-
versity of clonal cells [1] can be evidenced by flow cytometry or
time-lapse microscopy of fluorescently labelled cells [4,35], milli-
or micro-fluidic technologies allow monitoring individual cell
growth-rate in large populations [5,11,19,20], while quantification of
DNA molecules by droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) combined with cell
sorting using flow cytometry allows highly precise determination of
plasmid copy number [24,25].

Carbon dioxide capture involving reconstruction of Calvin cy-
cle was reported both in E. coli and S. cerevisiae [39,44]. A critical
step of this engineering is the conversion by the PRKp of the
natively present ribulose-5-phosphate into the corresponding 1,
5-diphosphate, the substrate of the RuBisCO carbon dioxide fixing
enzyme. When expressed alone, PRKp activity is highly toxic,
both for E. coli and S. cerevisiae, due to the resulting depletion of
the ribulose 5-phosphate pool, which is critical for aromatic
amino-acid and nucleotide biosynthesis, and to the accumulation
of dead-end diphosphate product. Successful reconstruction of a
Calvin cycle thus critically depends on the balanced expression
level of the PRKp in the absence of the multicomponent
biochemical regulations that controls PRKp activity in natural
photosynthetic organisms [43]. A synthetic model was built in
yeast to evaluate how adjustments to average plasmid copy
number occur following conditional promotor controlled changes
in PRKp expressing cells.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Yeast strains and plasmids

Plasmids pPRK-CEN (ARS416-CEN4, HA tagged Saccharomyces
elongatus PRK gene under the transcriptional control of the TETO7
promoter and TRP1 selection marker) and pPRK-2m (2m-origin of
replication associated to the same functional cassettes) were used
to transform S. cerevisiae CENPK1605 strain (MATa leu2-3112 trp1-
289 ura3-52). Resulted strains were named 1605-PRK-CEN and
1605-PRK-2m respectively.
2.2. Media, growth conditions and sampling

The strains were grown at 30 �C in YNB-trp liquid or solid (20 g/l
of Agar) medium, containing 0.67% (w/v) Yeast Nitrogen Base with
ammonium sulfate (Euromedex) and 2% (w/v) glucose and
completed with drop-out synthetic mix without tryptophan
(USBiological).

The frozen cells were spread on a plate containing solid YNB-trp
with 2 mg/ml of doxycycline (Dox, SigmaeAldrich). After 48 h in-
cubation at 30 �C, cells were collected and washed three times with
YNB-trp without Dox and resuspended in the different liquidmedia
supplemented with three different concentrations of Dox: 0, 0.2 or
2 mg/ml at OD600 0.01. Cell growth over time was monitored based
on OD600 nm. The cell concentration was deduced using the
equivalence between 1 OD600 ¼ 107 cells/ml. Every 2 h, a volume of
culture was sampled for qPCR and PRKp activity measurements.
The samples were centrifuged (5 min, 13000 rpm, 4 �C), superna-
tant removed and cells stored at �80 �C.

2.3. Yeast cell lysis and total DNA extraction

Frozen yeast cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM Na-
phosphate [pH 7.5], 1.2 M sorbitol, 2.5 mg/ml Zymolyase 20T
Euromedex UZ1000) and incubated for 10 min at 37 �C to digest the
cell wall. Cell suspension was temperature cycled at 94 �C for
15 min, �80 �C for 5 min, and 94 �C for 15 min [34]. Centrifuged
supernatant containing DNA was stored at �20 �C before Q-PCRs
analysis.

2.4. Real-time Q-PCR

The plasmid copy number was estimated by comparing the
relative quantity of plasmid encoded PRK gene to single copy
chromosomal ALG9 gene. The estimated plasmid copy number was
calculated by 2DCt(ALG9�PRK) [34]. The DNA levels were analyzed
using the MyIQ real-time PCR system from Bio-Rad with the soft-
ware Bio-Rad iQ5 2.0. The Ct were determined by the software.
Each sample was tested in duplicate in a 96-well plate (Bio-Rad,
CA). The reaction mix (20 ml final volume) was composed of 10 ml of
Sso Advanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad), 0.4 ml of
each primer (Table S1. Alg9 sequences used for a described in [37])
at 0.2 mM final concentration, 5.2 ml water, and 4 ml of a 1:10 dilution
of the DNA samples. A blank (no template) and a positive control
were also included in each assay. The thermocycling program
consisted of one hold at 95 �C for 30 s followed by 40 cycles of
10 s at 95 �C and 45 s at 54 �C. After the amplification, a melting
curve analysis with a temperature gradient of 0.1 �C/s from 70 to
95 �C was performed to verify PCR specificity, contamination and
the absence of primer dimers.

2.5. HPLC-MS determination of PRK activity

Cell pellets were resuspended in two volumes of cold lysis buffer
(100 mM Tris/HCl buffer [pH7.9], 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl), the
suspension was put in a FastPrep tube filled with one volume of
500 mm glass beads (SigmaeAldrich). The cells were broken using a
FastPrep FP120 (MPBiomedicals) with a setting of 6.0 m/s and 6
cycles of 20 s ‘on’/20sec ‘off’ in ice. The tubes were centrifuged
(13,000 rpm, 4 �C, 5 min) and the supernatant (containing the cell
extract) was recovered and stored at - 80 �C. Prior to use, the
protein extract was centrifuged again (13,000 rpm, 4 �C) in order to
eliminate aggregates. Total protein content was determined by
using the Bradford assay (Sigma Aldrich).

The PRKp activity was quantified by monitoring conversion of
ribulose-5-phosphate to the 1,5-diphosphate derivative. Protein
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extracts (12.5 ml) in a 96-well plate were mixed on ice with 12.5 ml
of 4� assay buffer (400 mM Tris [pH7.9], 40 mM MgCl2, 400 mM
NaCl, 8 mM ATP). Reaction was initiated by 25 ml of 2 mM ribulose-
5-phosphate (SigmaeAldrich) in water. The microplate was incu-
bated for 30 min at 30 �C and the enzymatic reaction was stopped
by heating for 7 min at 90 �C. The plate was centrifuged and su-
pernatants diluted two times with water and stored at �80 �C
before analysis.

HPLC analysis was performed onWaters separation module 2790
coupled toWaters micromass ZQ2000. Separationwas achieved on a
Sheri-5 RP185 column (100e2.1 mm) (PerkinElmer) with mobile
phase consisting of tributylamine acetate (TBA) pH5.7 and acetoni-
trile (ACN). Elution was performed at 1 ml/min with 100%
TBA for 1 min, a 100:0 to 70:30 TBA:ACN linear gradient for
15 min, and a 70:30 to 0:100 TBA:CAN linear gradient for 18 min.
Ions at m/e ¼ 229.0 (ribulose-5-phosphate), 309.0 (ribulose-1.5-
biphosphate), 426.3 (ADP) and 506.3 (ATP) were monitored. PRK
activity was expressed in mmoles of ribulose-1,5-biphosphate formed
per min and mg of total proteins.

The enzymatic activity measurement was carried out starting
from 13 h of incubation as cell quantities in earlier time points were
too low to obtain a detectable activity.

2.6. Observations in reverse emulsion

Microfluidic devices (droplets generation chip and observation
chambers (Fig. S1) were provided by the Laboratory Colloïdes et
Mat�eriaux Divis�es (LCMD) from Ecole Sup�erieure de Physique et
Chimie Industrielles of Paris (ESPCI). To generate the emulsion,
cultures were diluted to OD600 ¼ 0.015 in order to encapsulate
mostly a single cell per droplet. In such conditions of limit dilution,
a large majority of droplets remained empty (Fig.S1D). The emul-
sion was made by flow-focusing the cell suspension stream with
two streams of HFE7500 fluorinated oil (3M) containing 2% (w/w)
008-FluoroSurfactant (RAN Biotechnologies) [5]. The droplets were
incubated at 30 �C in a 1.5 ml tube. After 24 h of incubation at 30 �C,
a monolayer of droplets was observed in a custom-made glass
chamber with 40-mm depth using a direct microscope LEICA
DM4000B. Snapshots were taken with LEICA DFC300FX camera.
Three classes of growth were differentiated: droplets with no or
weak growth (1 or 2 cells/droplet), droplets with few cell divisions
(3e10 cells/droplet) and droplets with many cell divisions (more
than 10 cells/droplet). About a hundred droplets exhibiting each
cell growth phenotype were counted.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Experimental cell model

S. cerevisiae cells were transformed with a low copy number
pPRK-Cen or a high copy number 2-micron origin based pPRK-2m
plasmid bearing a synthetic cassette encoding a PRK synthetic
gene under the transcriptional control of a Dox repressed (tet-off)
promoter [12]. ARS-CEN plasmids synchronously replicate with
chromosomal material and are generally present in yeast at a
single copy (in average between 1 and 2 due replication during cell
division). In contrast, copy number of 2m-plasmids can be highly
variable, ranging from single copy when counter-selected, to
values than can exceed 80 when they are strongly positively
selected. ARS-CEN plasmids are fairly stable but 2m-plasmids can
be easily lost (typically 5e10% per generation) during cell division
due to unequal daughter cell repartition. Their average copy
numbers exhibit a large distribution making population of trans-
formed cells heterogeneous. The two plasmid types contained a
native TRP1 gene as positive selection marker complementing a
genomic trp1mutation. The transcriptional efficiency of the tet-off
synthetic promoter driving PRKp expression was controlled by the
Dox concentration in a pseudo-log manner due to the presence of
multiple enhancer repeats. Doseeresponse adjustments were
performed to select Dox concentrations leading to clear and
reproducible differences of growth rates (high, medium, slow) for
the strain transformed by the multi-copy plasmid. The same
concentrations were subsequently used for experiments involving
the ARS-CEN plasmid.

Particular attention was drawn to define controlled and
reproducible culture conditions. For a given level of PRKp
expression, toxicity (as judged by cell growth rate), can depend on
initial cell metabolic status. It was thus critical to define repro-
ducible culture conditions and to secure the initial absence of PRKp
expression. Growth of frozen cell stock on petri dishes to obtain
isolated clones followed by clone pooling, was found to be an
optimal starting material. The next step was to define three Dox
concentrations causing undetectable, medium, and strong
counter-selection during the subsequent liquid culture. For ex-
periments, a controlled shift (lowering) of Dox concentration was
required to induce PRKp expression following the initial liquid pre-
culture at high Dox (2 mg/ml) concentration. Conditions mini-
malizing cell stress associated during this step with external fac-
tors like centrifugation, temperature or culture media changes
were determined using reproducibility of growth rates and
plasmid copy number evolution as criteria. Time series de-
terminations of plasmid copy number and PRKp activities were
performed by sampling bulk cultures following Dox concentration
changes as illustrated in Fig. 1. To evaluate the growth phenotypes
of individual cells, culture samples were diluted with fresh culture
media to generate water-in-oil emulsion of droplets. The dilution
was adjusted so that the majority of droplets were empty or
contained a single cell.

3.2. Bulk cell growths as a function of plasmid type and induction

1605-PRK-CEN and 1605-PRK-2m strains were cultivated at the
three Dox concentrations previously determined leading to
repressed, intermediate and fully induced PRKp expressions
(Fig. 2). In the case of the 1605-PRK-CEN strain, similar growth
curves were observed for the repressed (Dox ¼ 2 mg/ml) and in-
termediate (Dox ¼ 0.2 mg/ml) expression states (Fig. 2A). In
contrast, cells 1605-PRK-2m exhibited three clearly distinct growth
behaviors depending on Dox concentrations (Fig. 2B). In the con-
ditions of full induction, growth rate was significantly faster for
cells transformed by the pPRK-CEN plasmid in comparison to the
2m-plasmid case. However, a delay of about 7 h of culture, (3e4 cell
doubling) was needed to establish this difference. This delay could
correspond to the duration required for PRK gene induction and
corresponding protein accumulation.

The above observations established that for a low copy
number plasmid, intermediate Dox level does not allow PRKp
to reach expression levels that affect cell growth. Such a situ-
ation was in contrast to the full induction of the pPRK-CEN
plasmid or for full and intermediate induction levels of the
multi-copy plasmid. In the latter case, growth inhibition was
stronger with the multi-copy plasmid. This experiment
demonstrated that the experimental model allowed us to
define at least four types of PRKp expression/growth pheno-
type relationships (none, intermediate, strong and maximal
effects). Consequently, for similar expression cassettes and in-
duction levels, observed effects were much more marked with
2m-plasmids. Careful examination of growth curves evidenced
that for the intermediate induction level and the 2m-plasmid,
inhibition of growth decreases with time. After 15 h of partial



Fig. 1. Experiment flow chart. Plate incubation was performed in solid YNB-trp sup-
plemented with 2 mg/ml Dox at 30 �C. Washes were performed with YNB-trp without
Dox and culture started at OD600 ¼ 0.01. Liquid cultures were performed in the same
media containing various Dox concentrations at 30 �C with 200 rpm shaking. Samples
were either pelleted for qPCR and HPLC-MS analysis at 0, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 and 21h
of culture or diluted to OD600 ¼ 0.015 after 10h culture for encapsulation.
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induction, the growth rate for the 1605-PRK-2m cells reached
similar value to the one observed in the fully repressed con-
dition. This suggested that cells transformed with the 2m-
plasmid might be able to adjust the level of toxicity by
Culture duration (h)
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Fig. 2. Growth curves of yeast cells at different Dox concentrations ( 0 mg/ml, 0
reducing copy number to reach a situation similar to the one
observed with the ARS-CEN-based plasmid. At this point, it is
important to note that a threshold of PRKp expression level
was required to affect cell growth and that plasmid copy
number adjustment might in some way compensate for initial
difference of PRK expression. These findings will be further
confirmed by direct analysis of plasmid copy number and PRKp
activity changes during time courses.
3.3. Plasmid copy number and PRK activity relationships with cell
growth phenotypes

Time courses of plasmid copy numbers and PRKp activities
were monitored during the same cultures as the growth curves
previously described (Fig. 3). Plasmid copy number quantifica-
tions were normalized using the single chromosomal copy of the
ALG9 gene in order to correct for DNA recovery yields (Fig. 3 A&B).
Concerning the 1605-PRK-CEN strain, plasmid copy number
remained in the 0.8 to 1.6 copy/cell range independently of PRKp
expression levels and culture durations. This confirmed that the
ARS-CEN copy number remained under the control of mecha-
nisms similarly regulating chromosomal DNA replication. Cells
transformed with the 2m-plasmid exhibited a higher copy number
(12e14 copies per cell) in the Dox repressed state. This level
remained constant within a margin of error during the pre-
culture and the subsequent 20h of culture at 2 mg/ml Dox. Such
a high copy number is standard for plasmids involving the 2m-
origin in the absence of strong positive or negative selection [26].
Dox concentration shifts (from 2 to 0.2 mg/ml or absence) induced
partial or full enzyme expression and caused a clear and pro-
gressive decrease (more than 2 fold in 15h) of plasmid copy
number with a similar time dependence and that extended to the
two conditions. However, the final copy number (~5e6 copies/
cell) remained significantly higher than the one observed for ARS-
CEN plasmids. Observation of similar copy number values for the
partial and full induction contrasted with the differential impact
previously illustrated on growth curves. However, this finding has
to be mitigated considering that expressed PRK activities and
metabolic disturbance might only partially reflect gene copy
numbers (see latter).

To be able to better interpret results, PRKp activities were
quantified into cell extracts obtained from the same experi-
ments (Fig. 3C and D). While copy numbers for ARS-CEN-
constructs were identical regardless of Dox concentrations and
induction durations, associated PRKp activities markedly
differed. Activities appeared fairly independent of culture
duration for the full and partial induction conditions but
Culture duration (h)
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B

.2 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml) for cells bearing centromeric (A) or multi-copy plasmids (B).



Fig. 3. Time dependence of relative plasmid copy number as function of Dox concentration in culture media ( 0 mg/ml, 0.2 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml) for centromeric (A) or
multi-copy (B) plasmids. Time dependence of PRKp activity for cells with centromeric (C) or multi-copy (D) plasmids. Dotted lines are arbitrary drawn and given only as help to
visualize time course.
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exhibited some increase at the shorter times for the lower PRK
expression level. These results also show that in the fully
repressed state, some residual PRKp expression was still present
while being 100-fold lower than ones observed at maximal in-
duction. From the ensemble of these results and the growth
observations, the threshold for PRKp activities able to impact
cell growth was evaluated to be ~10 nmol/min/mg of total
proteins. PRKp activity levels for the 2m-construct followed
similar time courses in experiments involving partial and full
induction, consistent with similar copy number evolutions.
However, for technical reasons (low cell density) the initial time
course of PRKp activities cannot be accurately determined dur-
ing the first 12 h of incubation (arbitrary dotted on the figure)
following DOX concentration shifts. During this initial period, a
simple relationship between copy number and expressed ac-
tivity is not expected. This transient phase results from time
required for transcriptional de-repression and protein accumu-
lation in the growing population. Final protein level is rarely
expected to be proportional to transcription and copy numbers
[3,33,36,41]

PRKp activities reached similar levels for partial or full induction
of the 2m-construct and induction times ranging from 12 to 20h,
when effects on cell growth rates markedly differed (Figs. 2 and 3).
This lack of correlationwas not observed for the ARS-CEN construct
that featured stable copy number during PRKp induction course. It
is thus tempting to associate these contrasting behaviors to some
adaptation associated with plasmid properties. Growth curves
(Fig. 2) upon full induction of PRKp expression can be accurately
simulated by a model (data not shown) involving a mix of two
subpopulations, one corresponding to dying cells expressing PRKp
above a lethal threshold and the other corresponding to still effi-
ciently growing cells expressing lower PRKp levels. Depending on
parameters (dying rate and cell division time) and proportions of
the two subpopulations, growth arrest after few generations or
only reduced apparent growth rates are predicted. Development of
such heterogeneity within an initially clonal population might
appear surprising. In fact, it could be easily explained by the initial
distribution of copy number for the 2m-constructs that is absent
with ARS-CEN plasmids. In such conditions, PRKp expression in
cells initially featuring high plasmid copy number will rapidly be
lethal. In contrast, a non-lethal effect is expected for cells initially
featuring a lower copy number, preserving potentiality for cell di-
vision and allowing further lowering of copy number through un-
equal plasmid repartition. Such mechanism is not expected with
ARS-CEN construct and appeared globally fully consistent with
observations.

3.4. Micro-compartment based analysis of toxicity adaptation
mechanisms

At this point, and while reconciliation of growth phenotypes,
copy number evolution and PRKp expression could appeared
generally good enough, potential impact of the copy number
heterogeneity associated with the 2m-construct has to be
confirmed. Assuming a population of cells in the bulk culture
containing heterogeneous copy numbers of the 2m-construct,
different phenotypes must be evidenced by isolating and moni-
toring growth of individual cells into micro-compartments. A
microfluidic device, provided by the LCMD (Fig.S1), consisting of a
water in oil emulsion forming unit and an observation chamber
was used for such purpose following micro-compartmentation of
induced or repressed bulk cultures. Samples withdrawn after 10h
liquid culture at different Dox concentration were diluted (same
culture media and Dox concentrations) in order to generate



Fig. 4. (4A) Microscopy observation of droplets for different Dox concentrations and plasmid types. High (full circles), medium (dashed circles) and low (dotted circles) cell densities
in droplets. (4B) Cell growth analysis in droplets after 24h incubation. Classified by (A) Dox concentrations or (BeD) growth level in the droplet. 1 to 3 cells per droplet (black boxes),
4 to 10 cells per droplet (grey boxes), and more than 10 cells per droplet (white boxes). A control was realized with cells transformed with multi-copy plasmid lacking the PRKp
expression cassette, in presence of 2 mg/ml of Doxycycline and tryptophan supplementation (2 þ trp). Color codes are identical for upper and lower panels. Values are averages of
microfluidic experiments triplicates.
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droplets containing mostly no cell or single cells. The droplets
were observed after 24h of additional incubation at 30 �C and the
number of cells per droplet were counted to evaluate growth
potentiality. Counts were roughly classified into three groups: no
growth (dead cells), 4e10 cells and more than 10 cells/droplet
(Fig. 4A).

Control experiments with cells transformed with plasmids
lacking the PRKp expression cassette led to droplets containing
only fast growing cells indicating that encapsulation did not
induce growth heterogeneity in the absence of PRK expression.
Similarly, for cells with the fully repressed PRKp expression, a large
majority (70% for the 2m-based and 83% for ARS-CEN-based con-
structs) of droplets contained more than 10 cells following incu-
bation (Fig. 4A and B, Table S2). In contrast, a near absence of
growth (1e3 cells per droplet) or some limited growth (4e10 cells
per droplet) was observed for the majority of droplets containing
cells encapsulated from a fully induced (no DOX) bulk culture.
Partial induction of 2m-construct containing cells in bulk culture
resulted after micro-compartmentation in a more balanced dis-
tribution of the three types of growth. In the same conditions
(repressed and partial induction), the fast-growing subpopulation
was always predominant with ARS-CEN-constructs. The small
proportion of droplets containing non-growing cells observed in
the repressed state both with the 2m- and the ARS-CEN constructs,
likely resulted from a low proportion of plasmid-free cells having
accumulated during the bulk culture. This was confirmed by the
observation of a 98% survival rate for repressed cells transformed
Table 1
Results summary. Growth rate (m) calculated between 13 and 15h of culture. Relative plas
PRKp activities after 21h of incubation. Microfluidic observations in droplets of the relat

Plasmid type Dox (mg/ml) Growth rate (m)
13e15h (h�1)

Relative copy numbers

Value 0h e 21h Fold cha

Multicopy 0 0.06 12 ± 0.7 e 5 ± 0.0 0,42
0.2 0.14 14 ± 3.0 e 7 ± 0.1 0.50
2 0.20 12 ± 0.8 e 9 ± 0.2 0.75

Centromeric 0 0.11 1.1 ± 0.2 e 0.7 ± 0.2 0.64
0.2 0.18 1.3 ± 0.1 e 1.0 ± 0.1 0.77
2 0.17 1.3 ± 0.1 e 1.1 ± 0.1 0.85
by the 2m-construct when further cultivated on a medium sup-
plemented with tryptophan.

This work suggested that growth inhibition phenotypes
observed upon controlled PRKp expression mostly resulted from
population heterogeneity preexisting in bulk cultures. Comparison
of growth behaviors in bulk (Fig. 2) and in droplets (Fig. 4B) illus-
trated that the micro-fluidic approach was more prone to detect
moderate toxicity of gene expression than analysis of growth rates
in bulk cultures. For the multicopy plasmid construction, a large
majority (63 ± 6%) of droplets featuring no growing cells were
counted in the absence of Dox, when 70 ± 7% of droplets accu-
mulated more than 10 cells in the fully repressed condition
(Dox ¼ 2 mg/ml). Approximatively the same proportions of droplets
containing no growing, 4e10 cells/droplet or more than 10 cells/
droplet were observed with the 2m-constructs and an intermediate
(0.2 mg/ml) Dox concentration. These results are in accordance with
the growth curves shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 and illustrated three
clearly distinct growth behaviors depending on Dox concentra-
tions. Concerning the ARS-CEN-construct, 83 ± 13% and 61 ± 16% of
droplets contained more than 10 cells were counted for the fully
repressed and intermediate Dox conditions respectively. In
contrast, only 19 ± 8% of droplets contained 10 cells or more were
observed for fully induced condition (no Dox). These results are
consistent with the similarity of growth curves in the repressed and
intermediate expression states. Thus differential growth in droplets
encapsulating cells from a bulk liquid culture likely resulted mostly
from the preexisting copy number heterogeneity in the population
mid copy numbers measured at start of culture (0h) and after 21h and fold changes.
ive populations of fast and slow growing cells.

PRK activity 21 h
(mmoles/min/mg)

Microfluidic

nge T21/T0 % cells slow growing % cells fast growing

4.10�2 ± 3.10�2 63 ± 8 12 ± 9
3.10�2 ± 2.10�2 35 ± 14 29 ± 10
1.10�3 ± 1.10�3 14 ± 4 70 ± 7
8.10�2 ± 4.10�3 47 ± 14 19 ± 8
5.10�3 ± 1.10�4 20 ± 8 61 ± 16
9.10�4 ± 2.10�4 6 ± 6 83 ± 13
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with an additional contribution of cells having lost their plasmid
during the bulk culture.

4. Conclusions

PRKp activity is toxic by interfering with critical metabolic
branches involved in amino-acid and nucleotide biosynthesis. This
resulted in a clear-cut threshold value for toxicity of PRKp expres-
sion that plays the role of amplifier for the functional impact of the
natural scattering of 2m-construct copy number. Our model allowed
us to address how yeast cells transformed with plasmids involving
ARS-CEN- and 2m-origin and carrying a conditional PRKp expres-
sion cassette responded to the conditional protein expression
through adjustment of plasmid copy number, gene expression, and
finally cell growth rates. The PRKp expression model is of particular
interest in constituting a key step for the reconstruction of syn-
thetic microorganisms able to capture (or recapture) carbon diox-
ide through an artificial Calvin cycle. However, the model has a
more general interest for tuning strategies of engineering involving
sequence of critically balanced enzymatic steps prone to accumu-
late toxic intermediates. Control of plasmid copy number is
potentially a powerful approach for engineering optimization.
Natural unequal plasmid partition over cell divisions progressively
create a distribution of copy numbers counteracted by a large range
of regulation mechanisms acting at level of plasmid replication.
However, these mechanisms can be disrupted in a dynamicmanner
by strong positive or negative selection pressures associated with
plasmid encoded functional cassettes. Playing with such mecha-
nisms is of interest to optimize the production of biomolecule and
cause a significant metabolic load. Maintaining multi-copy plasmid
in the off-state during the growth phase before activation, once
high cell density is reached and cell division arrested, is a classical
approach to optimize expression. However, our work illustrated
that copy number distribution can led to the formation of sub-
populations with markedly distinct phenotypes.
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